
Dreams reached, 
prayers answered.
5 coaches embark upon meaningful work 
learning how to teach others about EC 



Jen C.     
GDF Bishop
California 

"The GDF Coach Training Program gave me better 

insight into EC in general , which is great because 

it 's helping me with my current baby ! I have 

always wanted to spread the word about EC , and 

this program gave me an actual certification to 

do so ! I feel much more confident in sharing with 

others when I can claim my credentials . 

Like other 'work-at-home ' moms , I can work on 

my own time and schedule . No brainer ! 

Also , I love how Andrea was always in direct 

communication with everyone . Not just some 

distant teacher/author that is disconnected ."



Kerstin K. 
GDF San 
Diego 

"The training program was very comprehensive 

and even though the toddler part was more of an 

ongoing experiment in our house still , the classes 

made sense and helped us in my son 's potty 

graduation . The best part about the program is 

the community of coaches and how we all help 

each other getting started . It 's a huge benefit to 

have so many smart minds to tap into . 

This certification program will give EC 

enthusiasts an "official title" which might be 

more recognized by parents ." 



Jessica B. 
GDF 
Scottsdale 

"The GDF Coach Training Program allowed me to 

learn a new skill that will lead to a great business 

opportunity , and the certification will allow me 

to make additional income while teaching 

people how to do EC and potty training . 

The class was great to listen to and very easy to 

get help directly from Andrea and also from my 

classmates . I would tell other moms that it 's a 

great way to learn a skill that can lead to 

additional income ." 



Emily P. 
GDF Central 

New York 

"I loved the opportunities to interact with other 

coach trainees . Getting to know each other 

through the live chats and the private Facebook 

group was a major highlight of the course . 

Working as a GDF Coach has integrated me into 

my local natural parenting community in a 

beautiful way . Even clients aside , I 've made so 

many new friends for myself and my children ."



Lyria M. 
GDF South 
Florida

"The biggest thing I got out of the training was 

my certificate ! I 'm professionally certified to 

teach others what I 've been doing in my home 

for years . I love being official !  can now help 

other mothers feel confident in taking care of 

this part of their child 's life . 

I loved hearing Andrea talk so expertly on the 

topic of elimination communication . Most people 

don 't even consider it worthy of much talk not to 

mention a whole certification course on the 

subject . I loved the professionalism she brings to 

the topic ." 



Would you like 

to join us? 

learn more at 

godiaperfree .com/coachprogram 

We 'd be thrilled to have you in our 

worldwide family of coaches ! 

•Hold your own local EC groups 

•Teach paid EC/PT classes 

•Do private consultations 

•Spread an important message 

•Be home with your baby(ies) 

•LOVE WHAT YOU DO ! 

you
us

get 15% off use code JOINUS15


